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INRODUCTION

The luck of the draw, pot luck, and other forms of good

fortune have been traditionally associated with Las Vegas, Bingo
parlors, race tracks, etc. More recently, the projection of various
personages on the world stage as giants of the spirt has been
exposed in many instances as gross misrepresentation, if not
distortion. Even the supposed choosing of a President is ac-
knowledged to be more a matter of being in the right place at
the right time, a fusion of the many necessary facets of luck,

than it is a matter of possessing the talents and qualities for the
job. One speaks of the "makig" of the President, rather than
the "choosing" of a President.

It would be expected that in the world of the intellect, the
realm of scholarship, the element of luck should not be a factor.
Ideas and issues should here be judged on objective grounds,
without intervention of elements extraneous to the subject mat-

ter. Scientific objectivity and all that it implies militates in this
direction. However, such is not always the case. Witness the
differing reactions by Jews to Sigmund Freud and his Psycho-
analysis in contrast to Viktor Frankl and his Logotherapy. Freud
was accosted, even embraced by his Jewish brethren, even
though he declared,

The Jewish societies in Vienna, in short the Jews altogether, have
celebrated me like a national hero, although my servce to the Jewish
cause is confed to a single point-I have never denied my Jewish.

ness.1
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Frankl, on the other hand, has been virtually ignored. Not
only have Christians who studied Logotherapy ignored his rela-
tionship to Jewish tradition, but he is also almost unknown in
contemporary Jewish thought. Frankl's relative obscurity in
Jewish circles cannot be dismissed as an accident. He writes of
an experience when lecturig a group of Jewish scholars,

I gave a lecture and they just tried to fiish me off. Everybody was
against my philosophy and said it is clear that everyhing has to be
explained along the lines of Freudian psychoanalysis; because Freud
is to this Jewish group higher than Moses; fist comes Freud, and
then let us see to what extent Moses can be compromised with Freud.2

Frank writes further,

I have lectured at the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. On the day
before, I went through the desert, unti I did not see anytg but
desert. The next day when I was lecturig on Logotherapy at the
Hebrew University, I felt more lonely than when I was in the desert.S

All this, even though Frankl makes no pretenses about his
J ewishness, and adheres, in his personal life, to much of the
Jewish tradition. For reasons which must belong in the domain
of mazzal, luck, Frankl the Jew has not been accepted by his
brethren, whist Freud the Jew has been accepted. What effect
this has had on the prominence of Freudian psychoanalysis as

opposed to the obscurity of Frankian Logotherapy in Jewish
circles is a matter of conjecture. Suffce it to say that the respon-
sibility for objectivity demands a closer examination of Logo-
therapy in the light of Jewish tradition. "Frankl, the man and
his philosophy, deserves greater recognition and a wider audi-
ence. "4

This essay will present the basic philosophy which underlines
Logotherapy as a clinical tool, and will propose some compari-
sons of this philosophy with traditional Jewish thought. It should
be noted at the outset that what is being suggested is not an
equating of Logotherapy with Judaism. The dialectic of Judaism
on the issues which will be discussed is too variegated to iden-
tify the "Jewish" view. It will suffce to present some common
ground shared by Logotherapy and Judaism.
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I

Logotherapy, the teachings of the third Viennese School of
Psychotherapy, is a psychotherapy which derives its tenets from
the essence of man's spiritual dimension.

Man lives in three dimensions: the somatic, the mental, and the spir-
itual. The spiritual diension cannot be ignored, for it is what makes
us human.5

As opposed to the Freudian school, which centers on the will
to pleasure, and the Adlerian school, which focuses on the will
to power, this movement concentrates on the will to meaning.
The kernel of the logotherapeutic thesis may be summed up in
the following: ". . . the strving to fid a meaning in one's life

is the primary motivational force in man."6 Logotherapy at-
tempts to understand man relative to the meaning of his ex-
istence. It concerns itself with the problems of meaninglessness,
the "existential vacuum," and the resultant noogenic neuroses.
Joseph Fabry has translated Logotherapy as "therapy of mean-
ing."7 As an aside, Frank refers to Leo Baeck's translation of
Torah as "meaning," and sees a common direction shared by
Logotherapy and Judaism.

Frank asserts that every form of clinical psychotherapy is
based on a philosophy of man, a philosophy which is at times
covert. "Every school of psychotherapy has a concept of man,
although this concept is not always held consciously."8 Frank's
Logotherapy is, of course, no exception to this rule. Fortunately,
the philosophy espoused by Logotherapy is fundamentally ex-
plicit. The concept of man which serves as the foundation of
Logotherapy consists of thee fundamental, interrelated assump-
tions: (1) freedom of wil; (2) will to meaning; and (3) mean-
ing of life.

n

FREEDOM OF WILL

According to Frankl, man possesses a positive vector, a natural
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bent towards an objective goal in transcendent space. Frustra-
tion of this natural inclination may lead to what Frankl has
termed "noogenic neuroses."9 Freedom of wil is seen as the

absence of any factor which impedes man's flght into noetic
space. Three forces in and around man are generally regarded
as constrictig in ths sense: instinct, inerited disposition, and

environment.
With regard to instincts, Frank asserts;

Certainy man has instincts, but these instincts do not have hi. We
have nothing against instincts, nor against a man's accepting them.
But we hold that such acceptance must also presuppose the possibilty
of rejection. In other words, there must have been freedom of de-
cision. We are concerned above al with man's freedom to accept
or reject his intincts.10

Concerning inherited traits, Frankl counters that predisposi-
tion is an indication rather than a negation of freedom. He cites
the evidence of identical twns who evolve dierently from the
same predisposition.

Of a pair of identical twins, one became a cunning criinal, whist
his brother became an equally cunning criminologist. Both were born
with cunning, but this trait in itself implies no values, neither vice
nor virue. 

11

Accordingly, the difference between the criminal and the
criminologist is basically a difference in how each decides to
parlay his cunning.

Frankl takes a parallel approach with regard to the environ-
ment factor. All depends on what man makes of his environ-
ment, on his attitude toward it.12

Instict, heredity, and environment become, in Frank's view,
partial and potential determinants. They are partal determin-
ants in that they establish the specific boundaries of human bé-
havior. Within these limits, man is free to decide what his stand
wil be. These factors are potential determinants in that man
can accept, reject, or manipulate them according to hi own
volition. He possesses the abilty to rise above the bounded sur-
face area of psychic and somatic determinants into a new, dis-
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tietly human diension, the spiritual, or noological. Floatig
in this dimension, man can look down at the forces which tend
to dehumanize hi, and ultimately he alone decides the extent
to which he will be steered by them. In the noological domain,
man exercises the distinctly human phenomenon of self. detach-
ment, detachig his self from hiself and becoming the arbiter

of his future.

Prank is not concerned with the reality that biology may
confne man's vocational choice or that sociology may dictate
it. As long as man, within a given framework, remains able to
ascend the heights which ar indicated by his humanity, as long
as he retains the abilty to actualize values, he is considered

free. This stems from the implicit notion thoughout Frank's
writings that freedom is interrupted only by factors which pre-
vent man's natural bent to reach specifc values. Frankl believes

that no such factor exists, for with the potential of a determin-
ing factor is necessarily attached the ability to reject it. Frank
goes so far as to,consider man's destiny, or his conditional fac-
tors, as prerequisites for freedom:

Freedom without destiny is impossible; freedom can only be freedom
in the face of a destiny, a free stand toward destiny. Certainy man
is free, but he is not floating freely in airless space. He is always sur-
rounded by a host of restrictions. These restrictions, however, are the
jumping-off points for his freedom. Freedom presupposes restrictons,
is contingent upon restrictions . . .

The ground upon which a man walks is always being transcended in
the process of walking, and serves as ground only to the extent that

it is transcended, that it provides a springboard.

If we wanted to defie man, we would have to cal him that entity
which has freed itself from whatever has determined it (determined
it as a biological-psychological-sociological tye); that entity, in other

words, that transcends all these determinants either by conquering

them and shaping them, or by deliberately submittig to them.IS

In a word, Frankl admits the existence, even the necessity,
of horizontal restrictions, but denies the existence of vertical
restrictions. Man is conceived as having positive vertcal vector,
to be impeded by horizontal factors only as much as he alows.
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Freedom, for Frankl, demands no special proof. It belongs
"to the immediate data of his experience."14

Freud once said:

Try and subject a number of very strongly dierentiated human beings
to the same amount of starvation. With the increase of the imperative
need for food, all individual diferences wil be blotted out, and, in

their place, we shall see the uniform expression of the ODe unsatisfied

instinct. lIS

The concentration camps, in Frankl's view, proved Freud
wrong. The camps proved that man cannot be reduced to a
function of heredity and environment, for at the same time that
some inmates of the camp degenerated into the innate camp
bestiality, others exhbited the virtues of saintliness. A third
variable, found only in the spiritual anial, man, is the decisive
factor in human behavior, choice or decision. "Man ultimately
decides for himself."16

The experiences of the concentration camps as proof of man's
free will demand further explanation. Is not the skeptic liely

to claim that those who behaved as bestially as their environ-
ment were compelled by conditions? As for the exceptions who
attained saintly status, perhaps they possessed saintly instincts.
Why derive from the few that man is free when the actions of
the many indicate he is not?

The response to this is that freedom of the will, in Frankl's
view, is not a necessary component of behavior, but a potential
to be realized;

For in every case man retains the freedom and the possibilty of
deciding for or against the inuence of his surroundings. Although

he may seldom exert this freedom or utilize this opportnity to choose
-it is open to hi to do so.l1

Man wil be shaped by his environment as long as he does
not pause and confront himself with life. Man becomes free the
moment he detaches his self from himself and analyzes the
meaning of his life vis-a-vis where life is carrying him, or the
moment he becomes human. The prisoner of biology, sociology,
or psychology is ultimately the man who has allowed these forces,
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by his passivity, to impede his humaneness.
The notion of free will as developed by Logotherapy invites

some interesting comparisons. Because Logotherapy is conceived
as a secular discipline, the problem of free will vs. Providence
is extraneous to the logotherapeutic framework. The theological
ingredient in Judaic free will is lacking in Logotherapy, so that
any comparison must make dimensional adjustments.

Sforno, commenting on the words ". . . He formed him in the
likeness of God, "18 explains this as meaning man is master of
choice. Free will is here seen as a Divine ingredient in man. The
ultimate resolution of the free will vs. Providence problem ap-
pears to be a matter of faith. The Talmudic recognition of this
problem comes in the form of a succinct statement stating the
problem whist at the same time using the problem as the solu-
tion. "Everyhing is foreseen but the right (of choice) is grant-
ed."19 The solution is the problem itself. All is foreseen, but not
in a causative manner. Gods foreknowledge and man's free will
are not mutually exclusive. There is no attempt in this state-
ment to solve the dilemma. Rather, it tends toward the idea
that faith in God as the all-powerful and all-knowig Creator
is what gives life purpose, what gives man faith in his own ex-
istence. Having faith in meaningful existence and in purposeful
creation are inseparable concepts, and, as faith, have value in
spite of seeming incomprehensibility. Without free will, how-
ever, life itself loses meaning, so that meaningfulness, and faith
in same, are predicated on free will. Logotherapy too, which
postulates the notion of the unconditional meaningfulness of

human existence, has as its first philosophical principle the ex-
istence of free will.

The Franklian notion of freedom as dependent on destiny is
a striking parallel to the Talmudic statement "Everything is in
the hand of heaven except the fear of heaven. "20 Rashi, in elabo-
rating, explains that whether a man is tall or short, poor or rich,
wise or stupid, depends on pre-destination; the only choice left
for man is whether he will be righteous or wicked.

As the logotherapist would interpret it, man's environment,

his social condition, his biological makeup, are of necessity pre-
determined, but the attitude of man to his condition remains
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untouched by determism. His social condition may prevent
him from attaining certain vocational objectives, his biological
makeup may restrict his social development, but no factor im-
pedes man in his quest to realize meaning in his life situation.

Frankl's reference to the tws with cunning, one of whom
became a lawyer, the other a eriminal, has its parallel in the
following Talmudic passage;

He who is born under Mars wil be a shedder of blood. R. Ashi ob-
served: Either a surgeon, a thief, a slaughterer, or a circumciser.21

The mazzal man is born under, his destiy, is not a negation of
the idea of free will. According to Logotherapy, man's freedom
. can only be understood in the face of some destiy.

il
THE WILL TO MEANING

The second major philosophical tent of Logotherapy is the
will to meaning.

Pleasure and power, the fulcrums of life according to Freud
and Adler, are undermined by FrankL. At no time does he moral-
ize against these principles. His outlook towards them is an out-
growth of life experiences. Frankl, here and throughout his
works, creates a unique form of experiental philosophy, com-

bining his experiences as a doctor and concentration camp in-
mate with his existentialist leanings. He establishes as a yard-
stick the properly functioning human being, function here taken
in an existential sense. Life's goals and aspirations are judged
according to their utility in attaining and maitaining proper
functioning. The will to pleasure, for Frankl, "is a self-defeating
principle inasmuch as the more a man would really set out to
strve for pleasure the less he would gain it. "22 Moreover, most
cases of sexual neuroses are resultant of strving directly for
pleasure. In healthy reality, pleasure is merely a byproduct of
fulfiment. The will to power is really the tools manipulated by
man in order to achieve some goal. There is a higher priciple
guding life, the will to meang.
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In the last analysis, it turns out that both the wil to pleasure and
the wil to power are derivatives of the origial wil to meaning.

Pleasure, as mentioned above, is an effect of meaning fufient;
power is a means to an end. A certain amount of power, such as

economic or fiancial power, is generally a prerequisite of meang
fulfient. Thus we could say that the wil to pleasure mistakes the
effect for the end; while the wil to power mistakes the means to an
end for the end itself.23

Frank is not hereby denying that man aims for pleasure or
power. That such striving is the underlying cause of certain

/ neuroses leads Prank to reject them as absolute goals in a
properly functionig human being; the properly functioning
human being servng as the model, or construct, of Frankl's
philosophy.

The striving to fid a meaning in one's life has been categor-
ized by Frankl as will to differentiate from drive. Man is not
driven toward meaning, for then his behavior would be symp-
tomatically equivalent to the homeostatic urge involved in the
pleasure principle. Meaning would lose meaning, and would
become a tool through which man satisfies his desire for
equilbrium.

Then, too, will admts of choice, whereas drive implies an

irresistable inner force compelling behavior. Freedom of wil is
the necessary philosophical forerunner of the will to meanig.

Meaning as a drive would also not fit into Frankl's implicit
system of man as positive vertical vector. Satisfyng drives have
as their ultimate purpose the relaxation of the tension caused

by them. But tensionless man is directionless man, and direction-
less man is bound to develop those neuroses that are born of
directionlessness, or boredom, or, as Frank calls it, the existen-
tial vacuum. It is thus rejected as drive and established as will

on the grounds that as a drive it would not be conducive to the
human modeL.

Even self-realization and self-actualization are seen as side
effects of man's search for a meaning outside himself:

. . . the true meaning of life is to be found in the world rather than
within man or his own psyche, as though it were a closed system. By

the same token, the real aim of human existence cannot be found in
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what is called self-actualization. Human existence is essentially self-
transcendence rather than self-actualization. Self-actualization is not
a possible aim at all, for the simple reason that the more a man would
strive for it, the more he would miss it. For only to the extent to which
man commits himself to the fulfillment of his life's meaning, to this
extent he also actualizes himself. In other words. self-actualization
cannot be attained if it is made an end in itself, but only as a side
effect of self-transcendence.24

Prankl adds a new component to his human modeL. Man is
perceived as positive vertical vector of innite magnitude. Self-
transcendence is a never-ending dynamic, just as life and mean-
ing. Man is always striving; one accomplishment is not an ex-
cuse to relax from the responsibilities facing man, is not an end
in itself. Self-actualization would perhaps set a limit to the
human vector, inviting through the suspension of dynamics some
form of neurosis.

Accomplishment becomes the momentum for additional ac-
complishment, and in this perpetual process man fulfils, tan-
gentially, his own self.

Frank's rejection of the pleasure principle as it is self-defeat-
ing has some interesting parallels in Talmudic literature. Ac-
cordig to Norman Salt, the self-defeating nature of the striving
for pleasure

. . . is in the nature of the motivation that appears in a similar maxim
in the Talmud: "From him who seeks greatness, greatness flees; but
him who flees from greatness, greatness follows." The real saints were
those who sought not sainthood but servce.25

The formula as stated by Frankl that the more a person sets
out to strve for pleasure the less he will gain it, is more clearly
alluded to in the followig;

Nobody departs from the world with half his desire gratifed. If he
has a hundred he wants to turn them into two hundred, and if he has
two hundred he wants to tu them into four hundred.26

The idea of the will to power as a means rather than an end
is clearly congenial to the Judaic view, which places so much
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responsibilty on the man with means, and call the vanous
forms of charity, tzedakah, implying that sharing wealth is just
and equitable, not phianthropic. The power gained through
wealth becomes the means though which to actualize the mean-
ing values entailed in possession.

Frankl proposes the will to meaning as the primar motiva-
tional force in man. One senses almost intuitively that the term
"meaning" employed by Prank is closely akin to what the Tal-
mud intends with the term "Torah." Thus, the statement "Every
man is born for toil . . ."27 is explained as meaning ". . . that
one was created to labor in the Torah."28 Torah becomes the

vehicle for meanig.
The affnity the basic thrst of Logotherapy has with Judaic

cosmology invites the following observation;

What Frankl calls "Logotherapy" and the "wi to meanig" is not
unike the strivig for an ordered, meaningful cosmos on the part

of the rabbinic teachers in their own times.29

Frankl insists that the essence of the human endeavor is self-
transcendence. We now call upon Frankl himself to illustrate
how the notion of self-transcendence relates to Judaism. Frank,
in alluding to the statement of Hillel, ". . . But if I am for my
own self (only), what am I . . ."30, expounds;

. . . what here comes in is no more nor less than the self-transcendent
quality of human existence. The question, What am I if I do it for

my own sake only-requires the answer: In no event a truy human
being. For it is a characteristic constituent of human existence that it

transcends itself, that it reaches out for somethg other than itself.81

Frankl delineates sharply between the concept of self-trans-
cendence and the notion of self-actualization, calling self-
actualization a side-effect of self-transcendence rather than a
primary phenomenon. This recalls the Talmudic dictum, "Make
them not a crown wherewith to magnify thyself, nor a spade
wherewith to dig,"S2 which can be interpreted in the logothera-
peutic vein as = Do not make Torah, the transcendent value
system, a crown, a vehicle for self-actualization. Meanig must
be pursued for its own sake, lishmah; the self-realization follows
naturaly.
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IV

THE MEANING OF LIFE

The thid major phiosophical tenet of Logotherapy is the
meaning of life. As opposed to the concepts of freedom of will
and wil to meaning, which are approached on phenomenological
grounds, Frankl's concept of the meaning of life is a little more
abstract.

Logotherapy conceives of man as one who wils. To conceive

of man as one who wills, as one who is "pulled by meaning,"33

is to conceive of a world :fled with objective meaning. Frankl
stands in rigid opposition to the homunculist, nothing-but picture
of man; man portrayed as biology-sociology-psychology; the sub-
ject, man, being reduced to an object, or accident, of his con-
ditions. Concurrently, Frank rejects the subjectivization of all
values, the reduction of meaning to mere self-expression. Man,
like the decrepit arc, needs a pulling tension, a subject-object

dynamics, or, in Frank's words, noodynamics:

Cognition is grounded, indispensably, on a field of polar tension be-
tween the objective and the subjective, for only on this basis is the
essential dynamic of the cognitive act established. I call this dynamic
Unoodynamic"-in contrast to all psychodynamics. 54

Man oscillates between the subjective "I am" and the objective
"I ought," and insofar as he strives for the ought he transcends
his self and actualizes his responsibleness. In Frankl's view, "Ex-
istence falters unless it is lived in terms of transcendence toward
something beyond itself. "8~

The subject, man, is thus confronted with objective values.
These values pull him, eliciting from him the noodynamic re-
ponse which willfully transcends the subjective state into the ob-
jective value world.

Frank offers no proof that objective values exist. That these
values are objective follows necessarily from Frankl's view of
man. The human model, the properly functioning man, is direct-
ed towards meaning. If meaning were subjective, the dynamics
of transcendence would be destroyed and existence would falter.
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Therefore, meaning must be objective. No circular argument,
this principle as well as others in Frankl's system are derived
from the premise that trth is perceived in utility. Man is at his
best when indulging in self-transcendence; thus testifying to the
validity of the concept of self-transcendence. Since self-trans-

cendence demands objective values, objective values are as real
as existence. It would be folly to believe that man is born with-
out the tools of human exitence, the tools needed to achieve
his mission in lie.

In Frankl's notion of objective values is salent an unshake-
able faith in the unconditional meaning of existence. It is this
faith in unconditional meaning which is the hallmark of Logo-
therapy. The three basic philosophical tenets of Logotherapy
are emanations from this faith. Meaningful existence means that
man chooses his existence, and is not driven to choose but rather
wills his choice. The choice, however, is resultant of a confronta-
tion with objective values. Man decides whether to say yes or
no to these values.

There is, according to Frankl, no general, all-encompassing

meaning of life. It is comparable to the question posed to a
chess player, "What is the best move?" There is no best move
just as there is no universal meaning. Instead, meanig is de-
tected in man's confrontation with his unique situation. Every
man is unique, all situations are unique, hence all confronta-
tions are unique. Each confrontation carries its own particular
meaning; man detects the objective meaning in the subjective-
ness of his situation.

Frankl does categorize three species of values contained in
lie. They are (i) creative values, or what man gives to life;

(2) experiental values, or what man takes from the world in
terms of his experience; and (3) attitudinal values, or the stand
man takes toward an unchangeable aspect of his exitence.

Attitudinal values are central to Logotherapy, for they are
directly linked to the concept of unconditional meaningfulness.

Frankl insists that even when man is choked by tortuous sufer-
ing, he can still exercise his humaneness.

Thus, life has a meaning to the last breath. For the possibilty of
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realiing values by the very attitude with which we face our unchange-
able suffering-this possibilty exists to the very last moment. . .88

Man's lie is judged not on a quantitative basis, but on what
he makes of his life situation, a qualitative judgment. The
meanigful question is not "what," but "how;" not what was
accomplished, rather how was lie lived, how were the singular
opportunities that total man's existence used?

It is not from the length of its span that we can ever draw conclusions
as to a life's meaningfulness. We cannot, after all, judge a biography
by its length, by the number of pages in it; we must judge by the
richness of the contents. The heroic life of one who has died young
certainly has more content and meaning than the existence of some
long-lived dullard. Sometimes the "unfisheds" are among the most
beautiful symphonies.87

In the sufering situation, the range of choice is naturally
constricted, but attitudinal choices are still available. That man
cannot choose to travel to a countr which can use his talents
because he is bedridden does not mean he is not free. The con-
strictedness of his situation gives birh to unique objective values
which form the matr of his choice options. Freedom itself is
only meaningful in the face of values which confront man.

Frankl's notion of objective values again strikes a close

parallel with the Judaic notion of values embodied in Torah.

What is the meaning of the verse: uAnd I wil give thee the tables of
stone, and the law and the commandment, which I have written that
thou mayest teach them?" (Tables of stone:' thes~ are the ten com-
mandments; 'the law:' this is the Pentateuch; 'the commandment:'
this is the Mishnah; 'which I have written:' these are the prophets
and the Hagiographa; 'that thou mayest teach them:' this is the
Gemara. It teaches (us) that al these thigs were given to Moses on
Sinai. 88

This Talmudic passage is a statement establishing the value
code of Judaism as given at revelation. Revelation is the hand-
ing down of the tools of the human dynamic, values, to human-
kind. The objectivity of values is established through its eman-
atig from a source outside the subject, man. The path of
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Frank's insistence on objective values approxiates, withi
the secular dimension, the theological thrust of Judaism.

In Judaism, man is confronted with the unique value set
which encompasses Torah. The concept of tinok shenishbah,
the child who is taken into captivity, and is thus not blamed
for his non-adherence to Judaism, may be seen as based on the
absence of a confrontation with Judaism. The captive child has
never had a chance to say "yes" to Judaism, and his non-ad-
herence is therefore not considered saying "no" to Judaism.

Ideally, the Jew's choosing of his faith is the outgrowth of his
confrontation with that faith, what Logotherapy would cal a
subject-object dynamics. However, when the subject is denied
encounter with the objective, the resultant vacuum cannot be
ascribed to him.

Judaism too, does not prescribe any set, rigid path to human
existence. Whether one is a sage or a laborer, ". . . from the

hewer of thy wood unto the drawer of thy water,"39 man can

carve a niche for himself in the encounter which is lie. The
vital factor is "Let all thine actions be for (the sake of) the
name of Heaven, "40 that is, the actions should be oriented in the
transcendent meaning direction.

Frankl's distinction between creative and experiental values
finds its expression In Judaism. Again, we call on Frank hiself

to illustrate:

Meaning can be found in life . . . for six days by workig. But . . .
work is not the only task we have-literally man was not made only
to labor. That is to say, the meaning of Shabbat may well consist in
reaching beyond work. There are creative values, there are experiental
values, there are attitudinal values. This means we may fid the mean-
ing in our lives through a deed we are doing, through a work we are
creating, through an achievement and accomplishment, through crea-
tivity, six days. But also through our experience. Not though what
we give to the world but what we receive from the world; what we
take in.41

The attitudinal value concept and its importance in facing
suffering again invIte comparison with the anecdote reported in
the Talmud when R. Eliezer fell ill. Three elders tred to comfort
him by praising him and his great deeds. The fourth, R. Akiba,
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startled him with the simple declaration, "Sufferig is precious."42

R. Akiba explained his statement through an allusion to a par-
ticularly evil monarch who was unmindful of all attempts to re-
form him but was brought back on the right path through suffer-
ing. Man's proper attitude to his sufferig makes sufering pre-
cious. Indeed, "He who joyfully bears the chastiements that
befall hi brings salvation to the world."48

It goes alost without saying that Frankl's approach to lie

on a qualitative rather than quantitative basis is congenial to
Judaic thought. Although there are such ostensibly quantitative
maxis, as ". . . everythng is in accordance with the prepond-

erance of (man's) deed(s),"44 yet the feeling that life is a
qualtative entity persists. "One may acquire eternity in a single
hour, another may acquire it after many years!"45 Quantity yes,
but qualitative quantity.

v

This essay has attempted to show how the phiosophical
foundations of Logotherapy relate to Judaism. At this point, I
am not prepared to say that everythng in Logotherapy is an
expression of Jewish tradition, or is even compatible with J u-
daism. What can be asserted without hesitation is that there
is enough reason to believe that a dialogue between Judaism and
Logotherapy is possible, if not imperative.

It is true that Frank conceives Logotherapy as a secular

theory. Yet this secularity is not intended to cut off the re-
ligious dimension. It is a secularity in the form of religion for

the non-religious, an attempt to make Logotherapy available
even to the atheist and agnostic. This openness of Logotherapy
leads into many theological areas, including Judaism.

Consciously or unconsciously, Prankl has given expression to tradi-
tional Jewish concepts and insights; his Logotherapeutic approach to
the ils of the human psyche are consistent with the basic tenets of
JudaIsm.46

Those who feel the need to develop a Jewish psychotherapy
need not resort to dubious creativity when a system which is
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apparently open to Judaic thought and is acknowledged for its
clical effcacy is available. One can at this point in time only

echo the feeling that insofar as Logotherapy is concerned, it has
been almost ignored by its most logical advocate. This is un-
fortunate for both, as Judaism and Logotherapy can only gai
from a direct confrontation with one another.
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